Analysing the Impact of Social Media for Extending Outreach of Hypertension Services in a Northern State of India: A Computational Study on Twitter

Abstract

Introduction: Integrated communication media strategy has been used to extend outreach of preventive services for different diseases. Limited literature is available in addressing hypertension through such unified media strategy, especially using twitter as a social media tool. The present study aimed to document an integrated communication media strategy using twitter for extending reach of hypertension services on social media.

Methods: The study used an exploratory quantitative research design using an integrated model of media communication, developed through an extensive literature review and iterative delphi technique. The context specific messages viz. text, photographs, videos or infographics at specific time intervals (3-4 posts/day), targeting prevention of hypertension were developed and posted on twitter handle over a period of 9 months (December-August, 2020). For evaluation of the intervention, key indicators namely audience, applause, amplification, visibility were analyzed.

Results: The study showed that there has been an exponential growth in number of followers during implementation of intervention. An exponential growth in applause, impressions and engagements were recorded in the respective time span. The maximum visibility was recorded in the month of July with (User Profile Clicks= 38, URL clicks = 35, and Hashtag clicks= 4).

Conclusion: The integrated media intervention using twitter has been successful in extending outreach of hypertension prevention services. The model focused upon context-specific twitter messages highlighting hypertension to diverse stakeholders, which indicates potential of twitter in widespread dissemination of messages pertaining to hypertension for awareness and advocacy.
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Introduction

Hypertension is one of the key public-health challenges worldwide because of its high morbidity and mortality due to non-communicable diseases [1]. It is a well-known risk factor of various heart, brain and kidney diseases which accounts for around 1.8 million premature deaths worldwide [2-5]. As per latest Global Burden of Disease (GBD) data, it is responsible for highest number of deaths for both sex combined, all ages, in year 2019 [6]. An estimated 1.13 billion people living in low and middle-income countries have hypertension globally. According to World Health Organization (WHO), 1 in 4 men and 1 in 5 women had reported hypertension [7]. It has been estimated that the total economic loss due to cardiovascular diseases (hypertension being primary risk factor) in low and middle income countries between 2011 and 2015 was around $3.7 trillion, representing 2% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP).

Hypertension adds a considerable public health burden in the healthcare systems in India, leading to 57% deaths by stroke and 24% by Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) [8,9]. India had suffered the highest loss in potentially productive years of life in people aged 35-64 years due to Cardio Vascular Diseases (CVDs) [10]. With the increasing prevalence of non-communicable diseases especially hypertension in limited low resource settings, low-cost approaches focusing on awareness and behaviour change have
been demonstrated to be effective in improving the health and well-being of the populations [11].

In recent times, social media has revolutionized people’s lifestyle by creating awareness and inculcating behaviour change in various fields such as Non-profit organisations, physicians, urologist, dentist, dieticians and many more [11-15]. India boasts of second highest number of internet usage and the also caters among the largest population on Facebook, Google, YouTube [16,17]. With the comfort of cyberspace (internet) access, the number of active social media handlers in India mounted at 330 million in 2019 and is anticipated to reach 448 million by 2023 [18]. Social media handles such as Face book, Twitter, Linked are being widely used for searching health or medical related information latest news, conferences, online meetings, peer communication, education and medical advertising [11,19]. Also, health information searched online was found to influence future health care decisions [20].

A surge in the use of social media has been observed after the arrival of COVID-19 pandemic be it the world’s general population, celebrities, world leaders, or professionals. Social media channels have been used to spread information, find humor and distraction from the pandemic, via Internet memes [21,22]. In addition to being a global threat, COVID-19 is referred to as an infodemic. The direct access to content through platforms such as Twitter and YouTube leave users susceptible to rumours and questionable information [23]. This information can strongly influence individual behaviours, and limit the group cohesion. Various studies have shown that social media is being effectively used in communicating hypertension related information to general public by means of creating groups and pages related to hypertension [24-27]. There is ample evidence that the community programs help in reducing the hypertension and improving cardiovascular health [27]. Partnering with patients using social media has been used as an effective strategy in the management of hypertension [26]. Twitter is considered as an important source for sharing information and has been an effective and efficient means of disseminating health related news and public health concerns such as Ebola, H1N1, etc [28,29]. Despite its popularity and frequent use in recent times, there are lack of studies documenting its use and effectiveness in hypertension. Most literature on effectiveness of twitter in disseminating information on hypertension is limited to western countries. The objective of this study is to document an integrated communication media strategy using twitter for extending reach of hypertension services on social media.

**Methods and Design**

**Study setting**

A project on strengthening hypertension services in the state of Punjab was implemented by Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education and Research, Chandigarh, an autonomous institute of excellence under Act of Parliament, Government of India in conjunction with Strategic Institute for Public Health Education and Research (SIPHER), and an advocacy focused civil society and Global Health Advocacy Incubator (GHAI), USA [30]. Punjab is an agrarian state in the northwest region of India endowed with rich tradition and culture. The total population of the state is 28 million with 100% lines in rural area. It is also a state with high literacy level and amongst highest GDP [31]. As per National Family Health Survey-4 (2015-16) and District Level Health Survey-4 (2012-13), Punjab is one of the high burden states in India having an unadjusted high prevalence of hypertension to be 35.7% (Men-41%, women-25.4%) against the prevalence in India as 25.3% [32]. Further, the state-wise DALY for high blood pressure was amongst the highest at 4000 per 100,000 as reported in Global Burden of Disease report, 2016. As per Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) data, over 70% of population are being widely used for searching health or medical related information latest news, conferences, online meetings, peer communication, education and medical advertising [11,19]. Also, health information searched online was found to influence future health care decisions [20].

**Study design**

This descriptive quantitative study was designed using STROBE checklist and conducted in between December, 2019 to August 2020. Target group included the experts working in the field of hypertension, politico-administrative jobs and public health. Appropriate hastags were used to facilitate a search for a specified topic of interest.

**Media intervention strategy**

For the purpose of this study, an integrated model of media communication (based on 3 models of communication viz. Communication campaign model, PESO model, and Staircase model) was used to frame the media strategy for management and prevention of hypertension in the state of Punjab [35]. The Communication campaign model was used to design the structure of the strategy; PESO model was used to select the tools of media strategy and social staircase model was used for the implementation of the strategy (Figure 1) [36,37].

![Figure 1: Integrated Model of Communication.](https://healthcare-communications.imedpub.com/)
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Under the ‘intended effect’ section of integrated communication model, the objective was to increase the awareness of hypertension to a large scale of population of Punjab through twitter handle. The ‘points of departure’ section described three components: competing communication, communication object, and target population. Under ‘competing communication’ we ensured to indulge people in higher positions like bureaucrats, senior officials and other key stakeholder (target population) for successful implementation of the intervention. In this, we hash tagged key stakeholders and organizations besides posting of messages from their handles (communication object) to extend the reach of intended message.

Under the ‘manipulative factors’, diverse messages highlighting the symptoms of hypertension, its management and co morbidities associated with hypertension were disseminated. In order to build credibility of the intervention, earned, shared, and owned media post were published on the twitter handle (viz. PESO model). At the end social staircase model was used for the implementation of the strategy in which a monthly social media calendar was designed for posting the regular social media feed on twitter handle of project. The well designed self-created posts were planned in the form of text, photographs, videos or info graphics at specific time intervals (3-4 posts/day).

Evaluation of intervention

For evaluation of the intervention key indicators namely audience, applause, amplification, visibility were analyzed. The ‘audience’ was analyzed through number of followers of the twitter handle; ‘applause’ by tweet, re-tweets (number of times the tweet is reposted) and likes; ‘amplification’ through impressions (number of times our digital content was served up to the audience) and ‘engagements’ (implies to the comments, likes, shares, clicks, or any other measurable interaction with the digital content); and visibility through user profile clicks (counts the click on the username, or profile photo), hashtag clicks (reckons the clicks on hashtags in the tweet) and the URL clicks (website address that a visitor goes when he/she clicks on the post ).
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Results

The study shows that there has been an exponential growth in number of followers during implementation of intervention. The months of February and June recorded the greatest number of followers. Further, the number of applause in terms of likes and retweets for particular post increased with time with month of July receiving maximum applause (Likes=275, Retweets=165). An exponential growth in both impressions and engagements was recorded in the respective time span. While the frequency of impression increased to 87712 till the month of August, 2020, the engagements rose to 2007 for the same month. The maximum visibility was recorded in the month of July with (User Profile Clicks=38, URL clicks=35, and Hash tag clicks=4) (Figure 2).

Discussion

Hypertension has been identified as one of the leading cause of cardiovascular disease and premature death worldwide. It is the third most important attributable risk factor for burden of disease in South Asia (2010) and contributes to 57% death due to stroke and 24% by Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) death in India [37]. This is first study to systematically analyse the effect of an integrated communication strategy related to hypertension through twitter platform for generating advocacy among diverse stakeholders in the state of Punjab. The integrated communication model developed in the study harnessed the strength of three scientific models (Campaign Model, PESO Model and Social Staircase Model) for effectively framing structure, tools and implementation of the media strategy [37,39]. The existing studies used different mass media strategies on awareness generation, regarding various diseases and its risk factors including salt reduction for preventing hypertension [40-42]. Further, limited evidence exists on the development and use of a conceptual framework for twitter in undertaking advocacy and increasing awareness on a public health issue like hypertension.

We ensured use of twitter as an intervention because of its characteristic as a public relation tool and an advocacy instrument [43-45]. The platform is one of the most popular form of social media used by health professionals due to the simplicity and choice of developing connection along with information sharing and communication [46,47]. Majority of people are already using Twitter as an advocacy platform in exchanging the most current information needed to educate the general public [48]. Parallel to our study, various studies have used twitter analytics for analysing possible indicators related to cardiovascular disease, Human Papilloma Virus (HPV), eating disorders and common health conditions [49-52]. Further, the indicators used in the study such as tweet volume, re-tweet volume, impressions, and spread for selected hashtags were also used by various studies in the field of urology, oncology and liver diseases [53-57]. Twitter as a platform has successfully gathered the international community
and has helped in raising awareness about the subject which are less explored. In addition it offers a unique opportunity to disseminate information in real time through its chat mechanism.

In this study, we witnessed a significant rise in retweet activity and a modest rise in the number of influential twitter accounts between the study periods. Although it is hard to ascertain the exact motives behind this improved activity through this analysis, the findings indicate the rising impact of the media strategy used in the project. Previous studies have also found that the frequency of hash tags, and tweets/retweets frequency increases over a period of time with such intervention [53-57]. Also, it was observed that the higher officials and organisations have actively tweeted from their personal twitter handles which might have influenced the reach of the tweets. The constituents and content of a tweet have a significant impact on the amplification of the posts. The current study used a combination of twitter post ranging from time links, polls, photos and video which also might has increased the impressions and engagements over period of time. In a recent study, the inclusion of a URL was recognised as the most critical component of successful tweeting, which could be analysed in the current study [58].

However, the results of current study are to be interpreted with caution considering few limitations. First, we took only twitter as social media platform to access the impact of the intervention. Further, the time duration of intervention was less which may undermine the effect of the intervention. In addition, the content obtained were too less for adequately powered analysis. The in-depth twitter analytics could not be examined for quantifying the number of individuals and their respective characteristics who watched the tweets. We have also not considered the posts retweeted by other handles and could not showcase the improved health outcomes.

**Conclusion**

The integrated media intervention in the study is first of its kind where twitter was used to extend outreach of hypertension services. The model focused upon context-specific twitter messages highlighting hypertension to diverse stakeholders. Online engagement and interactions have increased during the study period indicating potential of twitter in widespread dissemination of messages pertaining to hypertension and other public health issues for awareness and advocacy.
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